Nanostructures in a binary mixture confined in slit-like pores with walls decorated with tethered polymer brushes in the form of stripes: dissipative particle dynamics study.
Using dissipative particle dynamics, we investigate the behavior of a binary mixture, exhibiting demixing in a bulk phase, confined in slit-like pores with walls modified by the stripes of tethered brush of chains. Our main interest is to determine possible morphologies that can be formed inside the pore, depending on the geometrical parameters characterizing the system (the size of the pore and the width of the stripes). In order to describe the observed morphologies we calculate several characteristics, as the density and local temperature profiles, the radii of gyration for the attached polymers, and the minimum polymer-polymer distances in the direction parallel and perpendicular to the pore walls. The summary of our findings is presented as a sketch of the diagram of morphologies.